Introduction
Kaluza [7] studied the relationship between two sequences {un ):'=0 and Vn 1:'=0 related by the renewal equations In the theory of infinitely divisible lattice random variables concentrated on the non-negative integers a similar set of equations occurs. namely through the following theorem. which was first proved by Katti [8] and re-proved and exploited by Steutel [11] . with r" ~ 0 and. necessarily. 1: rn I(n + 1) < 00 11=0 (1.2) Even though the relationship between the generating functions of sequences related by (1.1) and (1.2) are quite different. many results concerning (].1) found by Kaluza and authors after him [2.4.13] have close analogues in terms of (1.2). For example. Kaluza proved for sequences related by (1.1) and Warde and Katti [13] for sequences related by (1.2) . that a sufficient condition for the sequence lin }:'=o resp. {rn }:'=o to be non-negative is that {un }:,= 0 resp. {Pn In== 0 is logconvex and non-negative.
Horn [6] proved for sequences related by (1.1) . that {u" 1:'=0 is one of the three classical moment sequences jf and only if It" 1:'=0 is a classical moment sequence of the same type as {u" 1:':0' In this paper the moment behavior of two sequences related by (1.2) is investigated. We obtain results equivalent to those found by Horn. We use a method similar to Horn·s. but since the relationship between two sequences related by (1.2) turns out to be more "delicate" than the relationship between two sequences related by (1.1), a more elaborate framework must be developed.
Preliminaries
In what follows the index n of an infinite sequence will always range over the nonnegative integers 7L +. The real-valued sequences {Pn } and {rn } will always be assumed to be related by (1.2) , with the added restriction that Po= 1. We shall denote the generating functions (g.f.) of the sequences {p" } and {T· n } by P and R, respectively. We shall also define R' by CX) R'(x)= L (r n /(n+1))x n + 1 . n=O By taking g.f.'s on both sides of (1.2) we get the following formal relationship between P and R' ;
Thus, if either P or R' has a positive radius of convergence, then so does the other. If this is the case then both P and R' will converge uniformly in some neighbourhood of zero (not necessarily the same neighbourhood).
Let {an} be a sequence of real numbers and let k = ° or 1. 
J1.(B) ~ v(B) .
Sinse the representing measure of a Hamburger Moment Sequence or a Stieltjes Moment Sequence need not be unique, we shall say that such a measure is bounded by a measure v if there is a measure, in the class of representing measures that is bounded by v.
The following six lemmas, which will be needed in the following sections, state various properties of and relations between moment sequences. The proofs of the first four lemmas may be found in the references indicated. 
Thus J.L is a representing measure for {an} and J.L is bounded by v.1 [6] we have the following two lemmas. Lemma 2.7 [6] . Let 0: e R + and let A be a real valued function defined on (-0: ,0:). The following are equivalent; 
In view of lemma 2.3 we have the following immediate corollary to lemma 2.8: Corollary 2.9. Let {a n (!)l } and {an(~)l} eH (R). For i =1,2 , let Ai (x) = L a n (;) xn and let B (x) = Lb n xn be formally defined by
Using lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 Horn proved Theorem 2.10 [6] . Let {un} and lin } be related by the renewal equations (1.1). Then (1) We note here that the g.L of (u" I (c.L(1.1» is in MCa) if and only if the g.f. of Un} is in MCa) (see [6] ). But This is due to the fact (c.f.(2.l)) that the complex logarithm maps the upper half-plane analytically onto the strip. {z E(l I ° < lm(z ) < 7TL It is therefore necessary to prove two lemmas similar to lemmas 2.7 and 2.8. establishing necessary and sufficient conditions for a g.f. to belong to the set M' (a). The two lemmas will follow from (<=) /-L must be continuous. for if /-L had a discontinuity at t 0 ~ 0 with saltus 8. then let-
tinuous. By the complex inversion formula for Stieltjes transforms (Widder [14] ).
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Hence, since ImC -z -1) > 0 if and only if Im(z ) > O. for any E >0. there is an T/ > 0 such that
hence /-L is bounded by Lebesgue measure .
•
We have the following two corollaries to lemma 2.11. 
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Since a is arbitrary. but finite. we see, appon applying lemma 2.11. that P.i must also be bounded by Lebesgue measure .
• It is not possible to strengthen this statement by asserting that J. 1. is unique. Feller ( pg. 224 [5] ) gives an example of a set of measures on [0,00) having the same moments and each measure is bounded by Lebesgue measure. We are now ready to prove the N' (a) analogues of lemmas 2.7 and 2.8. Lemma 2.14. Let O'ER + and let A be a real valued function defined on (-a ,a) . The following are equivalent: Iml j -Z-dp.*(t) =Im j Z dp.(t) .
By lemma 2.14 the left hand side of (2.4) is positive and bounded above by 17', thus the right hand side is also positive and bounded by 17'. so by lemma 2.14 p. must be bounded by Lebesgue measure. Hence {an} e H: (I( +). A similar argument holds for Ov).'
In the following. if we write that both {an} and {b n } are members of H e>:(lR), H: (lR) . H 0(1<+) or H: (1<+), it will be understood, for ease in notation. that the a's corresponding to {an} and Ibn } need not be the same.
Remark. In proving the (1.2) equivalence of theorem 2.10, we will only prove the result for moment sequences whose representing measures have finite support. Once the result is established for measures with finite support, the following argument can be applied to obtain the result in full generality. If (P,. ) is a moment sequence. then there exists a sequence of moment sequences. {Pn (T») say. whose representing measures have finite support and such that Pn (T ) -Pn . Define {rn (T)} using (p" (T)} in (1.2). Then, as we will see, {r ll (T)/(n +])) is a moment sequence for every T, with its representing measure having finite support and bounded by Lebesgue measure. The limit of (rn (T»); {r ll ) say. is easily seen to exist and is related with {Pn I through (1.2). Therefore, by lemma 2.6, {r" I(n + 1)) is therefore a moment sequence with its representing measure bounded by Lebesgue measure. A similar argument holds when starting with ir" }, Thus the theorems will be stated in full generality. but the proofs will only be carried out for measures with finite support.
Hamburger Moment Sequences
In this section we will prove two theorems concerning the Hamburger Moment behavior of two sequences related by (1.2). i.e by n (n +t)Pn+l = L rk Pn-I. .
The first theorem states a relationship between (Pn +1) and frn I(n + I)}. the second theorem between {Pn) and {rn I(n +t)}. As a corollary to the second theorem we obtain a relationship between {Pn } and frn +1/(n +2)}. 
Proof: From lemma 2.8 we have that {Pn+l}EH 0'C10 if and only if P(x )EM(a). Since:
R' (z ) = log(P(z)) .
by the properties of the complex logarithm. R' is constant if and only if P is. and R' maps the upper half-plane into the strip. {z eq; I 0 < Im(z) < TTL if and only if P maps the upper half-plane into it self.
Hence P(x h.:M(a) if and only if R' (x )eM' (a). By lemma 2.15 (ij) it follows that R' ex )e M' (a) if and only if {rn I(n + J)}€H~ (JR ) .•
The proofs of the following theorem and its preperatory lemma are very similar to the proof of theorem 2.12.1 in [11] . 
k=ll-xtt where The inequalities (3.2) imply that ql. > 0 and putting x = 0 in (3.3) shows that Lqk = 1.
The uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of both the partial fraction expansion and the factorization of polynomials .
• We are now ready to prove a theorem which determines the relationship between the moment behavior of {Pn } and Irn I(n + 1)} (compare with theorem 3.1 and lemma 2.5). The g.f. of {p" } is then
with Q a polynomial of degree at most N-J. Observe that 
If Q only has N-2 zeros (this corresponds to s = 0 above). then let s, = .)/+1 = O. In either case: 
rnl(n+l)= J t n dm .... ·1(t)-(-l)n Jt n dm"'·2(t). o 0
Let the representing measure of the sequence {Pn I be IL. By the remark at the end of section 2. IL may be assumed to have finite support. It is easily verified that P can be obtained as 
,· l(t) = J _x_ dm l(t )
.. -J Jthus. using Helly's second theorem and lemma 3,2. we have
lV-co _0
I-xl .
By Helly's first theorem we have a convergent subsequence, {J.l Nk lk':l say. converging weakly to some measure J.l. By Helly's second theorem 
Proof: We need onl y prove tr n I(n + 1)} is as in the statement of theorem 3.3 if and only if {r n +t1(n +2)}eH (lR) with representing measure satisfying en and (ii).
C=» Let m 1 and m2 be the representing measures of {an }. {b n } resp. in theorem 3.3. Let
Then {r" +d(n +2») EH (lR) with its representing measure satisfying (i) and (ii).
(3.5) 
Stieltjes Moment Sequences
In this section we prove the analogue of theorem 3.1 for StieItjes Moment Sequences.
Theorem 4.1.
Proof: (::::;. ) By lemma 2.1 IPn } , (Pn + II E H 0 (IR). This implies. in view of theorem 3.1 and corollary 3.4, that Irn I(n +1)}EH~ (R) and {r" +l/(n +2)}EH o(IR). Hence by lemma 2.14 
with)'l ~ 0')'2 ~ 0 and)'1 +)'2 ~ 1.
Then {bn )EH(lR+).
We now give a proof of theorem 4.1 which does not use the result of theorem 3.3
Proof: (of Theorem 4.1) In terms of g.f.s. we must prove (c.f. lemmas 2.8 (iii) and 2.14 Ov»
From theorem 3.1 we have
P(x)EM(O'.) <:;> R'(X)EM'(O'.).
We need therefore only prove (0. Let the g.f. of the sequence {s" }. denoted by S, be defined by
i.e. {p" I and Is" I are related by the renewal equations (1.1), Thus by theorem 2.10 (j) (Pn}eH oCR +) if and only if Is"
since lm(z) > 0 and {s" IEH oUR +), which in turn implies
(I
11-z( I
So z-IR' is either constant Cif P =: exp(z) ) or maps the upper half-plane into itself. Since the complex logarithm and P are both analytic. then z-IR' is also analytic. Thus
(ii 
Since xP( x) is real valued and regular in
Hausdorff Moment Sequences
By using induction and the fact that {rn ) and {Pn } are related by (1.2). one can prove that {Pn} is bounded if and only if {rn I(n +l)} is bounded. In view of lemma 2.2. it follows from theorem 4.1 that 
WithYl~ 0'Y2~ OandYI+Y2~ 1. Then !bll}eH([O,l)).
Applications to Probability Theory and Renewal Theory
In this section we discuss two applications of the results of the previous sections. First an application is found in the theory of infinitely divisible lattice distributions on 1l +. more precisely to those which are completely monotone. Second we find an application in the field of Harmonic Renewal Sequences.
Completely Monotone Lattice Distributions
A sequence {a" } is said to be Compl£tely Monotone if for all ~ Ell + and all r E Z +.
, that a sequence is completely monotone if and only if it is a Hausdorff Moment Sequence. Steutel [10) proved that any completely monotone probability distribution is infinitely divisible. Theorem 1.1 can rewritten as follows (c.f. [ 12] ) Lemma 6.1 [12] . A probability generating function P. with P(O) > 0 is infinitely divisible if and only if P can be written as P(xl= exrl-,J R(Ulduj where R is a generating function with positive coefficients and necessarily
()
The following representation theorem is the exact analogue of theorem 2.12.1 in [11] for completely monotone lattice distributions on iZ +: Theorem 6.2. A probability generating function P is of the form
with F a distribution function on [0.1] if and only if P can be represented as where
and m is bounded by Lebesgue measure. Both F and R are unique. (6.2) with m bounded by Lebesgue measure. But
The unqueness follows from lemma 2.4 .
• Thus far we have been able to determine the relation between some integral representations of two g.f.s related by (2.1). But no direct relationship between the representing measures of the two g.f.s has been established. If we let (U = -log(P(O)) and (v) in (6.2), then (6.2) can be rewritten as;
where F 1 is a distribution function. So the special case where F = F 1 a,e .. (c.f.(6.l) ).
gives rise to the expression
Here we have in fact assumed a direct relationship between the representing measures of P and R'. We note here that a discrete probability distribution {Pn} is called a generalized poisson distribution with papameters «U ,e) if (U «U + n e )n -1
We have the following lemma concerning (6.3).
Lemma 6.3. A probability g.f. P is of the form
(6.5) Hence a solution exists and is given by (6.4) with w = e = -log(PO)) ,I
It still remains to be shown that the generalized poisson distribution with parameters (w,w) in fact is completely monotone. To prove this we need the following lemma, proven by Bouwkamp [1] . The relationship between F and R is given by; l-xF(x)= exp{-R(x )}. If we use {un} in place of {Pn} in (1.2). and assume that V and F are related by (6.8).
then {r" I(n + n} in (1.2) corresponds to {rn}. From theorems 2.10. 3.1. 4.1 and 5.1 we have
